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Market
Environment
Population development Frankfurt/Rhine-Main
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Frankfurt

Inhabitants (12/2020): Frankfurt 758,847 / Wiesbaden 291,160 / Mainz 216,902 /
Darmstadt 161,620 / Offenbach 140,496
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Wiesbaden

Unemployment rate (06/2021): Frankfurt 6.6 % / Wiesbaden 7.5 % / Mainz 5.8 % / Darmstadt 5.7 % /
Offenbach 9.7 % / Germany 5.7 %

Purchasing power per capita Frankfurt/Rhine-Main
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Purchasing power per capita (2021): Frankfurt €26,397 / Wiesbaden €25,803 / Mainz €25,141 /
Darmstadt €25,108 / Offenbach €21,601 / Germany €23,637
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Traffic situation Frankfurt/Rhein-Main
Air traffic

Rail traffic

Highway traffic

Owing to the consequences of the coronavirus pandemic,
passenger numbers at Frankfurt Airport continued to decline in the
first half of 2021, falling 46.6 % y-o-y to almost 6.5 million
passengers. In contrast, cargo transport achieved a record result
in the first half of the year with around 1.16 million tons.
Frankfurt central station is the most important ICE hub in Germany.
More than 630 long-distance and local trains per day, 1,100 SBahn trains (regional trains) and 350,000 visitors and travellers.

Central hub for Germany’s long-distance road network with five
motorway links. Frankfurter Kreuz is the busiest motorway
junction in Germany with about 350,000 vehicles per day.

In Frankfurt/Rhine-Main, the situation was
showing early signs of easing at the start
of summer 2021. While the employment
market was still heavily affected by the
coronavirus pandemic and related restrictions at the start of the year, much
lower infection rates and associated reopening measures have led to increased
confidence in the economy and society.
This can be seen in the results of the latest
business survey carried out in early summer 2021 by the Chamber of Industry and
Commerce in Frankfurt am Main. Positive
ratings by companies again outweighed
negative assessments of both the current
situation and future outlook. However,
opinions were divided at industry level. For
example, business sentiment was especially positive among industrial companies
as well as in the finance, credit and insurance sector. In contrast, the hospitality industry, tour operators, the events industry,
stationary retail and personal service providers were still heavily affected by the
pandemic at the time of the survey. Sentiment has improved in the transport industry, which is particularly relevant for the
warehouse and logistics market. In particular, a significant improvement in business
expectations helped boost the business
climate index to 105 points, which indicates that an overall optimistic mood prevails.
Unemployment in the Rhine-Main region
has been declining since the beginning of
2021 after reaching a peak in summer
2020 and fluctuating thereafter. The average unemployment rate for the five largest
cities in the region (Frankfurt, Wiesbaden,
Mainz, Darmstadt, Offenbach) stood at
7.1 % at the end of June. This is 0.7 percentage points lower than in January and
1.1 percentage points below the high of
8.2 % recorded in August. Darmstadt
(5.7%) has the lowest unemployment rate
among the five cities. Offenbach exhibits
the highest rate, but has again fallen into
single digits with 9.7 %.

Market Data
Take-up (lettings and owner occupation – in 1,000 sqm)
Average take-up 10 years (617,000 sqm)
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Take-up according to unit size H1 2021
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Take-up according to industry H1 2021
10.8 %

Transport, Warehouse & Logistics
39.2 %
Retail Trade

22.8 %

Industry & Manufacturing

27.2 %

Source: NAI apollo
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Definition market area
NAI apollo defines the Frankfurt/Rhine-Main market area for logistics
and warehouses as the relevant available logistics and warehouse
space between the cities of Butzbach in the north and Worms in the
south, as well as between Bingen in the west and Aschaffenburg in
the east.
The City of Frankfurt am Main forms the central point of the sub-market described.

The warehouse and logistics space market in the Rhine-Main area experienced a
veritable boom in the second quarter of
2021. Not only was there a successful
completion of large leases that were expected at the end of the previous quarter,
but further large leases also contributed to
the take-up figure that has now been
achieved. Take-up by tenants and owneroccupiers in the second quarter of 2021
amounted to 267,800 sqm. This is the
best quarterly result since we started collecting data. Combined with the weaker
result at the start of the year, when around
89,000 sqm was registered, the half-year
result for 2021 totals 356,400 sqm. This
figure therefore exceeds the average halfyear result for the previous five years by
more than 8 %.
The upturn in take-up was primarily owing
to the resurgence of warehouse and logistics companies, which had displayed a
more cautious approach after 2018. At
the same time, deals in new developments have gained in importance following a significant decline in previous quarters.
The largest deal in the first half of the year
involved the rental of more than 40,000
sqm in the third construction phase of the
new Dietz AG project development in the
intermunicipal industrial park called “Limes” near Hammersbach. A logistics service provider also rented almost 40,000
sqm in a new building development in
Kleinostheim. Lettings larger than 10,000
sqm account for 158,000 sqm of first-half
take-up as well as the highest market
share of 44.4 %. The “5,001 to 10,000
sqm” size category is next (28.5 %). Compared to the first half of 2021, take-up
grew in all size categories with the exception of the “3,001 to 5,000 sqm” segment.
Almost half of space take-up in the second quarter was attributed to transport,
warehouse and logistics companies, with
125,700 sqm in total.

Market Data
Development of rents Frankfurt am Main
Prime rent logistics space ≥ 5,000 sqm (in €/sqm)
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Selection of large current project developments H1 2021
Hanau – 18,000 sqm
Logistics development in the Hanau Harbour area by Alpha Industrial with about 18,000 sqm of
storage and logistics space, of which around half has already been let. Completion is expected in
the fourth quarter of 2021.
Mainz – 24,000 sqm
Construction of a logistics property with total floor space of about 28,000 sqm (of which 24,000
sqm in hall space, divided into three rental units) by Four Parx on a former production site of the
Nestlé plant on Rheinallee in Mainz-Mombach.

Source: NAI apollo

Kleinostheim - 62,000 sqm
Construction of a logistics property on the A45 motorway with an expected 62,000-sqm
warehouse, 5,000-sqm mezzanine and over 2,000 sqm of office and social space by US
investment and development company Hillwood.

Selection of large completed developments H1 2021
Hanau – 10,000 sqm
Completion of a multi-user property in Hanau-Steinheim with a total floor space of about 10,000
sqm.

Completion of the second phase of M-PORT³. As with the first construction phase, Deka
Immobilien acquired this now completed second section from the joint venture of Fraport and MP
Holding in 2019. The property has a site area of around 46,000 sqm, of which about 26,000 sqm
is lettable space.

Source: NAI apollo

Kelsterbach – 26,000 sqm

Egelsbach – 30,000 sqm
Construction of “Frasers Park Egelsbach” by Frasers Property with two halls and a total rental area
of almost 30,000 sqm.

Outlook next 12 months
Stock
Vacancy

Prime rent
Average rent

Source: NAI apollo

Take-up

This group last achieved a better quarterly
result at the end of 2018. Transport, warehouse and logistics service providers also
generated the highest take-up in the first
half of the year with 139,600 sqm or a
39.2 % share. Recent market leader, retail
trade, is now in second place (27.2 %),
followed by companies from the industrial
and manufacturing sector (22.8 %).
A suitable supply of space provides an important basis for the current increase in
take-up. Almost all large deals have taken
place in new or recently completed projects. After a significant increase in the
second quarter, rentals in new developments accounted for almost 150,000 sqm
of take-up or a 42 % market share in the
first six months. This refers to lettings in
project developments that were not yet
completed or owner-occupier building
projects that commenced in the past six
months.
Owing to a combination of factors such as
the falling number of new COVID-19 infections, the growing vaccination rate and the
opening up of the economy, sentiment on
the warehouse and logistics market in the
Rhine-Main area has improved significantly. If there are more indications in the
coming months that the coronavirus pandemic has been overcome, the positive
trend should continue in the second half
of the year.
The shortage of existing properties that
meet user requirements as well as undeveloped land that is especially suitable for
large-scale premises continues to be the
biggest problem. As the past few months
have shown, such supplies are quickly absorbed by the market. As a result, there is
an ongoing focus on peripheral areas of
the market. Larger properties have recently been built here, some of them
speculatively, or corresponding plans are
in place.

Submarkets
Submarkets, rents and available logistics stock Q2 2021

North-West
4.00 – 6.50 €/sqm

North-East
4.00 – 5.40 €/sqm

Frankfurt
4.30 – 7.60 €/sqm
East
4.00 – 5.75 €/sqm

Wiesbaden/Mainz
4.00 – 6.25 €/sqm

South-West
4.00 – 6.90 €/sqm

South-East
4.00 – 6.50 €/sqm

Top 5 – Key Facts
Logistics strongholds
Average
and prime rent for logistics space (≥ 5,000 sqm) Q2 2021
18,6
Prime rent in €/sqm
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Average rent in €/sqm

Prime yields Q2 2021
Prime retail yields

Prime logistics yields

Berlin

2.50 %

2.90 %

Dusseldorf

2.95 %

3.25 %

3.25 %

Frankfurt a. M.

2.80 %

3.15 %

3.25 %

Hamburg

2.70 %

3.10 %

3.25 %

Munich
Total

3.25 %

2.55 %

2.90 %

3.25 %

Ø = 2.70 %

Ø = 3.05 %

Ø = 3.25 %

Source: NAI apollo

Prime office yields

Frankfurt/Rhine-Main
Top take-up H1 2021
Property + Location

Tenant / owner occupier

Büdingen/Hammersbach/Limeshain

Hager Group

approx. 40,000

Kleinostheim

Logistics service provider

approx. 39,000

Kelsterbach

CHI Cargo Handling

approx. 18,000

Frankfurt

Infraserv

approx. 16,000

Friedrichsdorf

Amazon

approx. 16,000

Source: NAI apollo

Utility area in sqm

Top investments H1 2021
Property + Location

Purchaser

Bosch distribution center / Worms

BentallGreenOak

approx. 80,000

Logistics and production property / Egelsbach

Aventos Management

approx. 20,000

Logistics property / Hanau-Steinheim

Values Real Estate

approx. 10,000

Logistics and production property / Worms

Edmond de Rothschild Euro Industrial Real Estate Fund

approx. 9,500

Logistics property / Butzbach

Calusa Grundbesitz

approx. 7,300

Source: NAI apollo

Utility area in sqm
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